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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SUPPLYING 
STEAM DURING THE LOCATION OF THREADED 

CAPS ON CONTAINERS 

The present invention relates to an apparatus and 
method for supplying steam during the location of 
threaded caps on containers for producing vacuum in 
the container. 

In order to attain the desired vacuum in containers 
with caps, it is previously known to let a steam stream 
pass between the upper rim of the container and the 
cap before the location thereof, whereby the air in the 
container will be replaced by steam and, when the cap 
is located on the container and the steam under the cap 
has condensed, vacuum is attained in the container. 

In order to make a correct location of the caps on the 
containers possible, good guide devices for the caps as 
well as for the containers are required. Said guide de 
vices constitute an obstacle for the attainment of an ef 
fective steam injection at the moment when'the cap is 
located on the container. This has in turn implied an 
unnecessarily great steam consumption, variations in 
the vacuum values, as well as different results depend 
ing on the sizes of the caps. 
An object of the present invention is to provide a 

novel method of and apparatus for steam distribution 
during the cap location so that the disadvantages men 
tioned above are avoided. 
A further object is to provide a novel method and ap 

paratus for supplying steam during the locating and 
preliminarily tightening of threaded caps on containers 
for producing vacuum in the container employing the 
use of a cap locating device with side guide rails, a con 
veyor for containers and a steam supply device located 
where the cap location takes place with a number of 
horizontal passages in the side guide rails located where 
the cap location takes place. The steam supply device 
is connected to one of said guide rails for supplying 
steam to the passage thereof, so that steam from the 
passage of this guide rail is, horizontally streaming, 
passing the cap and the opening of the container to the 
passage of the other guide rail and against a steam devi 
ation member back to the container, thereby providing 
for an evacuation of air from the container. In a pre 
ferred embodiment, the steam is directed bythe steam 
deviation member back to the container and cap along 
a horizontal distance between the cap locating and the 
preliminary tightening stations. 

In order to better illustrate the invention, it will be 
described below with reference to the attached draw 
ings. 
FIG. I shows a side view of the type of apparatus, to 

which the invention is applied. 
FIG. 2 shows in a larger scale a cross section of the 

apparatus as seen from the in-feeding side and provided 
with the device according to the invention. 

FIG. 3 shows a section at the line III—III in FIG. 2. 
FIG. 4 shows the device in FIG. 2 as seen from above. 
FIG. 5 shows an improved embodiment of the inven 

tion. 
The apparatus shown in FIG. 1 is, as known, provided 

with a conveyor 31 for jar-formed containers and with 
the movement direction as indicated by the arrow. 
Above the conveyor a cap guide 42 is provided to a cap 
locating device 30, in which a cap therein is caught by 
a container which is fed‘ by the conveyor, whereafter 
this with a cap located thereon passes a device 34 for 
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2 
preliminarily tightening of caps and therafter a device 
35 for ?rmly tightening. 
The cap locating device 30 is, as is shown in FIG. 2, 

as known provided with side guide rails 36, which serve 
to guide each respective cap 32, until it is completely 
caught by the container 33 fedby the conveyor 31. 
When the cap is in a position for location, the cap as 
well as the upper part of the container 33 are thus en 
closed between the side guide rails 36. . 
According to the invention saidside guide rails 36 

where the caps are located are provided with a number 
of horizontal passages 37. Outside of the side guide rail 
36 which is at the left in FIG. 2, is a steam nozzle 1 ar 
ranged, to which a' steam supply channel .2 is con 
nected, and outside of the otherguide rail 36 a hood or 
cape 21 is arranged provided with a short tube 22'. The 
extension and position of the nozzle 1 and the hood 21 
are shown in FIGS. 3 and 4, which reveals that these 
means extend in the conveyance direction of the con 
tainers from a little ahead of the cap locating device 32 
and the passages 37 and along the whole device 34 for 
preliminarily tightening. I 1 

The nozzle 1 and the hood 21 are adjustably fastened 
to a cross yoke 23 and displaceable', so that their open 
ings can be ?rmly fastened closely adjacent to the verti 
cal outer side of thev guide rail depending on the dis 
tance of the guide rails relative each other, which dis 
tance is adapted to the cap diameter. 
The device according to the invention has especially 

that advantage, that part of the steam streaming out 
from the steam nozzle 1 continues through the passage 
37 of the adjacent guide rail and in between the cap 
and the upper part of the container 33'and, horizontally 
streaming, provides for an injection effect there, so that 
the air is sucked out of the container and replaced by 
steam. ‘ I Y 

Thereafter the steam streams through the opening 37 
of the other guide rail and into the ‘hood 21. The hood 
21 is provided with a short tube 22. This short tube can 
be open outwards, so that the steam ‘can escape to the 
environment. However, a better effect is reached if the 
short tube is closed, so that the steam will stream from 
the hood 21 back towards the adjacent guide rail and 
through some of its passages to that part of the appara 
tus where the cap location takes place. 
At the improved embodiment‘shown in FIG. 5 the 

hood 21 is provided with a curved surface 21a, which 
causes the steam to deviate, so that it will be effectively 
thrown back towards the guide rail. The steam can 
thereafter ?nd its way under and over the guide rail to 
the cap location area. However, the adjacent guide rail 
can be provided with extra passages 37a, through 
which the steam can stream back to the cap location 
area. 

I claim: 
1. An apparatus for supplying steam during the loca 

tion of threaded caps on containers for producing vac 
uum in the containers, said apparatus comprising a cap 
locating device (30) with side guide rails (36), a con 
veyor for containers (33) and a steam'supply device 
(1,2) where the cap location takes place, characterized 
by the fact, that said side guide rails (36) where the cap 
location takes place are provided with a number of hor 
izontal passages (37), and that said steam supply device 
(1,2) is connected to one of said guide rails for steam 
supply to the passage (37) thereof, and a steam deviat 
ing means opposite said passages arranged so that 
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steam from the passage of said guide rail passes, hori 
zontally streaming, the cap and container opening to 
the passage of the other guide rail against said steam 
deviating means where the steam is re?ected back to 
the containers where the cap location takes place. 

2. An apparatus according to claim 1, characterized 
by the fact, that said guide rail (36) is provided with 
extra passages (37a) for letting the thrown back steam 
stream back into the cap location area. 
‘3. An apparatus according to claim 1, characterized 

by the fact, that part of said steam supply device and 
part of a steam deviating means which are closest to 
each respective guide rail, each have the form of a noz 
zle elongate in the conveyance direction of the con 
tainer, said nozzles extending from a little ahead of said 
cap locating device and along the whole horizontal 
length of the device for preliminarily tightening of the 
caps. 

4. An apparatus according to claim 1 characterized 
by the fact, that said steam supply device is horizontally 
adjustable for ?rmly fastening closely adjacent to the 
vertical outer side of said guide rails depending on the 
distance of said guide rails relative to each other, which 
distance is adjusted according to the cap diameter. 

5. A method of closing containers such that a re 
duced pressure exists therein, the method comprising: 
feeding open containers by means of a conveyor; lo 

cating a cap with respect to a corresponding con» 
tainer by guiding the cap between guide rails until 
the cap is engaged by its corresponding container; 

‘providing a steam opening in one guide rail such that 
the opening faces the open container; 

supplying steam outside the one guide rail and facing 
the open container; 

streaming steam from the steam opening across the 
container and the cap at the position where the 
leading edges of the cap and container are engaged 
but while the trailing edges of the cap and con 
tainer are vertically separated whereby air re 
moved by the streaming steam is replaced by 
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4 
steam; 

thereafter lowering said trailing edges into engage-. 
ment while redirecting the steam from outside the 
other rail to the area between the guide rails; and 
?nally, 

preliminarily tightening the cap onto the correspond 
ing container. 

6. The method of claim 5 including: 
supplying steam a predetermined distance along said 
one guide rail in the direction of conveyance of a 
container from a position upstream of a cap locat 
ing device to a position at the preliminary tighten 
ing station; and 

using a surface outside the other guide rail to redirect 
steam back into the area between the guide rails 
along said distance. 

7. The method of claim 5 including: 
adjusting the distance between the guide rails accord 

ing to the diameter of the threaded cap; and ac 
cording to the diameter of the threaded cap; and 

horizontally adjusting a steam supply device and 
steam redirecting surface to be closely adjacent to 
the vertical outer side of the guide rails. 

8. An apparatus for supplying steam during the loca 
tion of threaded caps on containers for producing a 
vacuum therein, said apparatus comprising: a conveyor 
for containers; a cap locating device having side guide 
rails; one guide rail having a number of horizontal pas 
sages positioned adjacent the cap locating area and 
being connected with a steam supply device; the other 
guide rail including a number of horizontal passages ad 
jacent the cap locating area; an outwardly closed steam 
deviating means with a surface for redirecting steam 
back to the container at the cap locating device, 
whereby steam from said steam supply device stream 
horizontally from the passages of said one guide rail 
past the cap and container opening to said other guide 
rail thereby evacuating air from the container and then 
is directed back to the cap location area. 

* * * * * 


